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For Markov processes in weak duality, we study time changes, decompositions of Revuz measure, 
and potentials of additive functionals which may charge I, the lifetime of the process. The basic 
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of our techniques, involving entrance laws for one-dimensional diffusions. 
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1. Introduction 
Several recent papers [5,7,10] have investigated excessive measures of Markov 
processes, under various hypotheses and from var!our points of view. Dynkin [SJ 
focusses on minimal excessive measures, Getoor and Glover [iO] construct a Rsy- 
Knight (entrance) compactification to describe the “Riesz decomposition” for 
transient processes, while Fitzsimmons and Maisonneuve [7] use a process witk 
random birth and death to obtain characterizations and decompositions. In [716], 
Kaspi combined the techniques and results of these papc ; in her study of lime 
changes and properties of Revuz measure (which is an excessive measure for the 
time changed process). The synthesis of [5] and [IO] enables one to identify initial 
points for the Getoor-Glover Ray process with Dynkin’s minimal excessive 
measures. 
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In this paper we exploit this identification, along with a process with random 
birth and death, in the context of weak duality. We prove that time changes via the 
inverses of dual continuous additive functionals preserve weak duality, generalizing 
the result of [I]. We next discuss dec(smpositions of the Revuz measure: its decompo- 
sition into invariant and purely excessive parts, and its Riesz decomposition. Under 
weak duality, these decompositions take simple and natural expressions. For in- 
stance, if m is the (weak) duality measure, the Revuz measure, v,” ,of A is a potential 
(for the time changed process) iff the support of A is left-m-transient (in the sense 
of [8]). See Section 3. In Section 4 we consider p-potentials ux of an additive 
functional A which may charge the lifetime 5 of the process. Using a Ray-Knight 
compactification for the dual process, we deal with the general case when X8__ need 
not exist in E, and generalize the formula vg I!? p = ux l m (see [lo]). The last section 
is included to illustrate the use of our techniques in a more concrete setting. We 
derive there some results concerning entrance laws for a class of one-dimensional 
diffusions. The example we treat has been considered by Bose [3] and by Ito-McKean 
[ 151, using analytical methods. Our derivation provides a probabilistic interpretation 
of their results. 
2. Notation and preliminaries 
Let E be a Lusin space with Bore1 a-algebra 8. 8 will also denote the measurable 
functions on E; b%‘, iif+, 8++ denote, respectively, the bounded, positive, or strictly 
positive measurable functions. (We use similar notation when other a-algebras are 
involved.) C,(E) will denote the uniformly continuous functions on E. Fix a point 
A notin E, andset Ed=Eu{A}, &= % v {A}. A function f on E is extended to 
EA by the convention f(A) =O. Let 0 be the space of right continuous maps 
w : R+ + Eb which admit A as a trap (cemetery) and have left limits in E for 
O~tc&+=inf{~:&)=A}. As usual, &u(s)=o(s+t), and we set P== 
u(o(s); DO), 9;= 0(0(s): 0 s s s t). We also suppose we have two Bore1 right 
processes X, X defined canonically on In (X,(W) = o(t) = X,(o)), with laws 
(PX)XEE, @9x&, semigroups (P,), (et) and resolvents (U”), ( fia), respectively, 
which are in weak duahty relative to a a-finite measure m on (E, a). That is, for 
f u&g+, .I’) C3 and 820, 
I 
+-wfbEg(x)= mWgb)fifW (2.1) 
e existence of left limits for these processes is part of the assumption of weak 
Let W be the space of functions w : R + Ed such that there exists an interval 
ich w is E-vahted and r.c.l.l., ?nd outside of which w is identically 
the coordinate cess is der&ed Z,. For purposes of “time 
e c-algebra generated by (Z, j rER is 
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go, with two basic filtrations of sub-o-algebras: 92; = a(2 : s 6 t) and @ = 
a(&: s 3 t). Define three families of “shifts” on W by 
cr,: W-, W given by o=,w(s)= w(s+t), s, ER; 
7,: W+O given by ~,w(s)=Z,+~(w), ~20, Z,EE, 
=A otherwise; 





On ( W, go), there exists a unique a-finite measure Qm which is “statiomuy” ( Qm = 
q( Q,,,), t E R), and which satisfies 
Q,,,(For; hfs)= m(dx)P”(F)fix($) 
I 
(23 
for all F, FE So. Such a measure was constructed in [13]. When completed with 
respect o Qm, the a-algebras on W will be written without the “Q” superscript. 
Further, (%,) and (4,) are right and left continuous, respectively. Note that Q,,, is 
also a “Kuznetsov measure” [ 171 corresponding to (P,) and the entrance rule 7, = m 
for all t E R. The notation Q,,, for an entrance rule (or law) q # m, should be 
interpreted as a Kuznetsov measure in the sequel. If 7 is an entrance rule (or 
excessive measure) for (fi,), & will denote a Kuznetsov measure corresponding to 
(fi,) and 7, constructed for the reverse process 2 
Stopping times and optional a-fields can be defined with respect o both filtrations 
on -FK In particular, a (%&stopping time is a map T: W + II3 u (00) satisfying 
{ T 6 t} E %,; for a ( et) “co-stopping” time S, we require {S 2 t} E (8,. Strong Markov 
properties at stopping (co-stopping) times hold; for instance, if T is a (%,)-stopping 
time, FE S-r, GE 2&, then 
Q*F” V- G; a< Tcp)=Q,,,(G- P=‘*‘(F); a< T<P). 
We refer the reader to Section 10 of [11] or to [I!91 for a more detailed exposition. 
Optional and “co-optional” prqiections for 2 are discussed in [ 11. 
Additive functionals and their Revuz measures figure prominently in what follows. 
We shall always assume our additive functionals are perfect, and will use the same 
letter to denote the fttnctional (A,) and the homogeneous random measure (HRW 
A(@, C) = Jc dA,. If A is an additive functional of X, A will denote its embedding 
into W [20], i.e., A is the HRM 
A(w, C)=supA(7,w9 C-s). 
SEE8 
(2.6) 
( means &a,~, C) =&w, Gcs).) The Revuz measure VT of A 
relative to the excessive measure m is defined by 
(2.7) 
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forfc %+ [21]. If VT is a-finite we say A is a-integrable and in this case vg can 
be computed from A via the formula 
dt, 4 dMSW = Qm g( t, Z-)&W I (2.8) 
for g E (3 >r: ‘ip), (see [i] or [ll]). If A is an additive functional of X, corresponding 
statements hold. Furthermore, if A and A are continuous (or natural), they are dual 
additive functionals provided yz = ~1. In this case it is possible to construct A 
from A, and A coincides with A (A and A embed into the same HRM over 2) [20]. 
If A is continuous and finite in [0, 5) and St = inf{s: A, > t} is its right continuous 
inverse, VT is excessive for ( Ps,), the semigroup of the time changed process Xs, 
[2l]. (The same is true for (&) corresponding to the dual.) Therefore, a measure 
Qv b= YT) can be constructed on W from ~rz and ( Ps,) following Kuznetsov [175. 
Alternatively, this measure can be obtained via a time change on W using A, as 
was done in [16]. Since we use this time change in the next section we recall it here 
briefly. Let T be a random variable of % taking values in (cy, /3). Let p be Lebesgue 
measure on (R, 9) and define 
(rZ:~P,)=(W,~Q,)x(IW,R,~). (2 9) . 
Variables H defined on W will be extended to @ by H( w, r) = H(w). For each 




A( w, ds) (2.10) 
T(w) 
so that Pm{AT E (a, b]} = b-a, and set 
&w, r) =inf{u: A&w, r)> t} (inffl=W). (2.11) 
The time changed process is Z&( w, r) = Z@w,r,( w). The following properties of .Zg, 
were proved in [16]: 
For f~ 8+ with ~z(f) < 00, g E 9, with p(g) c 00, and t E R. 
= dxf MC); (2.12) 
Let g be as above, fi ,f2 E %‘+ . Then for real numbers tl < t2, 
p,(g(~,,M;(~~,llfi(z~;*~) = p,(fi(zs,,lfi(z~,2)g(s,)) 
ain number of definitions and facts about excessive measures. 
on, 
are 
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dissipative, conservative, or potentials, respectively. We recall that an excessive 
measure p is minimal if p = pl + p2 with P&~, p2 E Exe implies that p = cIpccl =c2p2 
for some positive constants cl and c2. In [lo], Getoor and Glover introduce a 
Ray-Knight compactification of E when X is transient in order to obtain the R,iesz 
decomposition of an excessive measure p. The compactification is a fundamental 
tool for us, so we review it here. At this point we assume X is transient, i.e., there 
exists a function q E %++ with q s 1, m(q) C a, and h = Uq c 1. For this qp h, and 
any g E 8,) define Vg(x) = h(x)-‘U(gq)(x). V is the O-potential of a process Y 
obtained from X by an h-path transform with h = Uq, followed by a time change 
via the inverse of the continuous additive functional jBt = & (q/ h)(Xf) ds. (Here 
Xh denotes the h-transformed process). The resolvent and semigroup of Y will be 
denoted ( V”) and (Q,), respectively. The Ray-Knight compactification procedure 
is performed for the resolvent ( WQ)a20 associated to the Markovian semigroup 
R, = e’Q,, producing a space E, with E Bore1 in E. Define vu = @‘+a, where w” 
is the extension of W” to E, and let. F = ( v,, 0”) be the Ray process on E with 
resolvent ( vu) and semigroup Qt. If T = inf{ t: Yt L E), then for x E E, ( Y,, 0”) is 
indistinguishable from ( Y, T, ox), the process Y killed at T (see [9]). Thus if E’ 
denotes the set of regular points for E in E (relative to ii), and B the set of branch 
points for Y in E, Y restricted to F = l? n B’ will be a Bore1 right process in the 
Ray topology. Let @ denote the trace of g on F. In the sequel, to keep notation 
simple, we will write Y instead of Y, and we shall denote the Ray distance by p. 
Getoor and Glover [lo] proved the existence of a finite measure A on (F, 9) such 
that, for f~ 8+, 
m(f)= I f F h(dx) $ (x). 
For x E F, define 
-f 
Px(f I= V-(x). 
4 
Kaspi [16] has pointed out that each cc, 
p = { v(dx)p, for some finite measure v on 
Qp = j- hWQ,.q 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
is minimal excessive for (P,) and if 
(6 s), then 
(2.116) 
If 2 is assumed transient, the analogous compactification can be carried out 
starting with a function q E T++ with & s 1. The objects produced will be denoted 
Y, etc. instead of j!?, etc. 
. The assumption that X(z) is transient here and i 
replaced by m E Dis. Indeed, by restricting the process to t 
r 1 E 8++ with m( 1) < 00, we obtain a transient ore1 right process- Note 
') = 0. All the results of Section 3 and 4 will hold with respec: to a 
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compactification of D (or 6 defined analogously for the dual process). Our assump- 
tion of transience on X(X) is imposed to simplify the notation. 
We end this section by collecting several conditions which are equivalent o 
m E Pot, under various hypotheses. In order to describe this result, fix a countable 
dense subset 9 of K,(E)+, and q E 8++ with m(q) < 00. Let h = Uq, and set 
S?q = ( U’g: g E 9, r > 0 rational} u {h}, 2%‘: ={ U ‘hg; g E 9, P > 0 rational} u {h}. 
Define 
W@&-,) = {w E W: a! > -00, Za+ exists in E, +(Z,+) = &(Z,)+ for all # E &}, 
(2.17) 
Then, if X is a transient Bore1 right process and q is chosen so that Uq c 00, the 
following are equivalent o m E Pot: 
(9 Qm( WGQ’i = 0; 
(ii) the measure h in (2.14) is carried by E; (2.19) 
(iii) p - IfI. 2, exists in E Q,,, a.e. 
If we assume X is in weak duality with a process X relative to m, we can add: 
(iv) Px( A( xi)) = 1 m a.e. 
Condition (i) is due to Fitzsimmons and Maisonneuve [7, Theorem 3.71 and holds 
with no transience assumption; (ii) follows from Theorem 2.2 in [lo]. Condition 
(iii j comes from Remark 4.7 in [ 161. Note that condition (iv) is a condition on the 
dual process X. This condition is a consequence of Theorem 7.9 of [ 101, but it can 
also be deduced from (i) under weak duality: using (5.4A) of [ 51, (i) holds if 
Qk( W( %)‘) = 0, where oh, is the measure associated to h l m and (PF), (fi,). Then 
(i) is equivalent o I;“( A (2:)) = 1 for h l m a.e. x, and (iv) follows, since h > 0. 
3. 
Let (A,) be a continuous, a-integrable additive functional of X which is finite on 
[0, C), (A, j its dual, and A the homogeneous random measure which embeds A, i 
mutual Revuz measure is vz, and their right continuous inverses are 
,it} and g, = inf{ u: A, > t}, respectively. The results of this section 
are based on techniques developed by Kaspi in 1161 for carrying out random time 
sing this type of random time change for A we show that 
This exteqc _ the well-known result 
onding resui, un 
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in [l] under the assumption A( LY, /3) < 00 Qm a.e.). It is well known (and follows 
from Theorem 3.1 below as well) that v,” is excessive for both time changed processes. 
In 1161 Kaspi gives its decomposition into invariant and purely excessive parts 
(relative to Ps,). Under the present duality hypotheses, this decomposition has a 
very simple and pleasing description which we give below in (3.11). The Riesz 
decomposition of VT was not discussed in [ 161. We do this here, first without duality 
hypotheses, then afterwards we give its form under weak duality. See (3.7) and 
(3.13), (3.17) below. 
(3.1) Theorm. Let A, A, nnd A be as above. Then forf, , f2, fJ E SE+ and s, t > 0, the 
following are equal: 
(i) J vA"(dxl~(x)Px(fz(Xs,lf3(Xs,+,)) 
Proof. Let g be any non-negative real-valued fianction with j g(t) dt = 1. Consider 
(i) above. By (2.13), (i) equals 
P,(g(&)_MZG”)J?(zsr+u>f3czs,,.,,,> 




where (3.3) follows from an application of (2.12). Now &,o $, # & Q ?u for at most 




du)f,(% I * %Jfz(z,)fdx, * 7,)&W. 
a 




s(u).Mz,)~Z~ -(ft 0 &)-+‘=4,“3 0 &)&du) 
Q 
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which is (ii). But by (2.13), (3.2) also equals 
P,(f*(z~“lfi(z~,+y)f3(z~,+“+~)g(~,+”+~)) 
and reasoning as above, this becomes 
which is (iii). Cl 
We now turn our attention to various decompositions of the measure ~2. We are 
especially interested in the form these decompositions take under weak duality, but 
first we describe the Riesz decomposition of v y without duality hypotheses. The 
results below were originally obtained using techniques of [ 163; a shorter and more 
elegant approach was shown to us by P.J. Fitzsimmons, and the proof of Theorem 
3.7 below is due to him. It uses the L-functional (or “energy functional”) introduced 
in [18]. For details of its construction and properties, we refer the reader to [4], 
[14], or [lg]. We state here only the facts needed for (3.7). For p E Dis and g 
excessive there exist a sequence of measures (~~1 with pnU t ~1 [7], and a sequence 
of functions {gk) with Ugk t g a.e. p [14]. In this case, we may define L(p, g) by 
Up, g) = li,m p,(g) = lip p(gk). (3.4) 
(This is the energy functional.) We shall use the following properties (3.5) and (3.6). 
The first is 
p E Pot if for all excessive g, L( p, g) = v(g) 
for some measure v (in which case VU = p). (3 5) . 
If B is a nearly Bore1 set, define the balayage of I_C on B by 
&A? = QJf(z,k %-A 
where ?,, - l  d{f: Z, E B} [7]. Then ~,,P,$J T R,cc, and 
UK &g) = ~(RM, g)* (3.6) 
In order to state our results, we need one more piece of notation: let A c E denote 
the support of A as defined in V.3 of [2]. For the result, there is no loss of generality 
in assuming pn E is, because m E Con implies V: invariant. 
eme vz is Q potential (for (P,,)) if and only if R,m E Pot. 
be the sequence c 3easures uch tha 
x g excessive for ( 
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excessive for (&,)). Now ~JJA t UT (using (8.6) of [ 1 l] and monotone convergence), 
and y,, UA = p,,& UA3 so therefore 
&Am, 8) = F+i k(p2) = L(m, p,g), (3.8) 
where L” denotes the energy functional of the time changed process. Applying (3.5) 
and (3.6) to the extreme nds of (3.8), we obtain v(g) = L( Rnm, g) for some measure 
v. Hence by (3.5), R,,m E Pot. 
Conversely, let jk = R,m and suppose p E. Pot. Then because pnPnU t p [7], for 
anyf E bg+, 
This shows VT = vI;LA. But by assumption, p = VU, which implies vfct = VU& and 
therefore VT is a potential for the time changed process. 0 
(3.9) Corollary. Let pL1 andpz be the harmonic andpotentialparts of R,,m, respectively. 
Let v1 and v2 be the Revuz measures of A relative to pl and p2. Then v, is the 
harmonic part of v,” and v2 is the potential part (with respect to (Ps,)). 
Prosf. The proof of the “if” part of Theorem (3.7) shows that the Revuz measure 
of A is the same under R,m as under m. Therefore the corollary will follow if we 
can show v1 is harmonic and v2 is a potential (with respect o (Ps,)). 
Note that Rnp2 is a potential [7], and therefore the theorem implies v, is a 
(P,,)-potential. In fact, since RnRn = Rn, it is true that R,,p, = ccl and R,,p2 = p2, 
and therefore R,,pl is harmonic. 
Now suppose v1 is not har,,onic with respect to ( PS,). Then v1 = A + y is its 
decomposition into potential and harmonic parts, and A f 0. We claim that A and 
y are the Revuz measures of A relative to dissipative excessive measures 7; and 
q2. Suppose for the moment hat this is so. Then we would have 
and it follows from this and (3.4), (3.6) and (3.8) applied to Ug that RnpI = 
R,q, + Rnq2. Now, Rnql is a potential by Theorem (3.7), while R,+* is harmonic; 
this is a contradiction. 
To conclude that v1 is harmonic, we need to affirm the claim made in the paragraph 
above. So, assume 6 E Dis, and A excessive relative to (Ps,) with A s vi. Note tl.a, 
our assumption on A implies it is dissipative. Define a measure q by 
q(g) = i(A, ug). 
Clearly q is excessive and if p,,U, t A, i&&J,, Ug) = pnUS T q(g) shows q E Dis. 
Now compute ~2 using eyer’s representation [ IS]: 
v~(f)=L(~,ii,j)=BimL(~,U,U~f)=lim~,UAf=A(f), n n 
which proves our claim. cl 
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Let TA denote the hitting time of A (a.s. to equal to inf{ t: A, > 0)) and ?,, the 
corresponding time for the process 2. The next corollary of (3.7) follows immediately 
from [ld]. 
z is a potential iJ and only if; p - lim,JfA 2, E E. 
We end this section by reformulating the decomposition of vg into invariant and 
purely excessive parts (from [ 16]), and the above Riesz decomposition, for processes 
in weak duality. The former becomes: 
(3.11) Theorem. 7he invariant part of V: with respect o (P’,) is Ho VT 7 where 
H(x) = F”(& = 00). The purely excessive part is (1 - H) l vz .
roof. This is an immediate coroilary of (3.1). Since (X,) and (X$ are in duality 
relative to vg, the invariant part of v 2 is given by [7] kx(J =a) l vz(dx), 
where d= inf{ t: &, = A}. Bu$ k= 00 if, and only if, A, = 00 and the result follows. 
tme result mav also be obtained by translating results of [16] in terms of the dual \ _A__ ___--e ‘___& I-- - 
process.) 
. The theorem shows that vz is invariant if I;“(&= 00) = 1 for 
m a.e. YC. Furthermore, FxiH a.e. A, = 00. 
The Riesz decomposition takes the foiiowing form: 
Assume X is transient. Let L^ = sup{ t: $,_ E A}, where A is the support 
of A Then the harmonic part of vg is g l vx , where 
g(x) = kX(p-lim Xse E). 
ST2 
The potential part is k l VA, for 
k(x) -fix(O<i<oo,p-lim&E). 
sti 
It folllows from [9] an the construction of Z [ 191 that Q,,, a.e. p - lims3, 2” 
exists for all t E [ cy, j3) and equals 2, for t E (a, p). This implies Qm a&e+, p - lirnst, 2’ 
exists for all t E (6, p^], and equals 2,- for t E (&, p^). Set g = inf{t = 0: X,_ E A}. By 
(3.!0) the h .a-..armonic and potential parts of VT are the Revuz measures of A relative 
to ml and m2, respectively, where, for f E %‘+, 
m,(f) =J QJf(Zt); p - lim & & E) 
M, 
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which shows m2 = g l m, and 






Let m. be the measure Fx(s^ = 00) - m(dx), and denote by ui the Revuz measure of 
A relative to mi, i = 0, 1,2. Both g and k are coexcessive so each may be used to 
h-path transform X. The resulting processes gg and -Xk are dual to X relative to 
rm2 and km m, respectively, and the corresponding measures Om, and Qk.m can be 
constructed from m, ($,), and g (respectively, k). Using (2.8) and Theorem (2.1) 
of [6] we obtain u2 = g l VT as claimed, and v:” = ku,“. Because Y’ = v”+ pzrn, we 
will be done if ‘we can show Y* - 0. Note u(x) = 1 - P”( s^ = 00) is coexcessive, which 
implies t + PC’-)(S = 00) is Pm a.e. left continuous on 5) (see [ll] or [19]). 
















m 1 (S+.Ojf (2” )&W 
0 
(316) 
The equality of (3.16) and the line above it_follows by, replacing l(~~+~) with its 
cooptional projection and using (2.8). Set J(w) = {t: A( w, (t - E, t + E]) > 0 for a?! 
E > 0}, the support of the measure A( w, du). Since .k {t: 4 0 ?, => 0) has countable 
sections and A is diffuse, (3.16) equals zero, and the result follows. III 
The condition for Y: to be a potential under weak duality can be 
restated in terms of A and m, as in (3.7). The function 4(x) = ex(g c m) = ?(i> 0) 
is coexcessive, and X, X4 are dual relative to t$ l m. It can be seen fro 
t that v,” = ugm, and therefore V: is a potential iff Rn (C/I l 
eorem (5.18) of [ 131, this is equivalent to 
y as (2.19)(iv) can be deduced from (2.19)( 
a.e. This means, in the terminology of [S], that A is m-left cotransient. Therefore 
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the criterion is 
vg is a potential iff A is m-left cotransient. 
ditive f~~c~ional$ 
Throughout his section we assume X and X are in weak duality with respect o 
m, and that X is transient. Our goal is to extend the following result: if A is a 
a-integrable additive functional of X not charging 6, its p-potential ux is the 
p-potential of a measure. For processes in classical duality, this result was proved 
by Revuz [Zl]; for processes in weak duality, it remains true when interpreted in 
the -weak duality sense: vz I?’ = ux . m [ 1 I]. Theorem A.8 of [lo] extends this result 
to additive functionals which may jump at 5, provided {AA, > 0) c A (&‘J a.s. P”, 
(Here q c, %++ satisfies h^ = 0q < etLI w, $$ is a set of copntentials dual to gf& and A ($$) --4---_--t 
is defined like iI1 (2.18), with S$ replacing JVi there.) We use the dual Ray 
compactification to investigate ui in the general case of additive functionals charging 
6. We begin by considering the measure uA l m, which in general has both harmonic 
and potential parts, corresponding to the harmonic and potential parts of us (see 
[lo]). Although v,” fiP = u$ l m is not true in the general case, we derive an analogous 
formula (4.4) below, involving an extension of the Revuz measure to (p, 4) and a 
dual resolvent on (F, 4). 
Because the situation for additive functionals not charging 6 is well known, we 
restrict our attention for the time being to additive functionals which charge only 
& i.e., of the form 
where a&&+, and r={Ocfcqp^-lim rTC X, exists in @}. This is the general 
form, because P”(F) = 0. For g E 8,) 
I 
ux(x)g(x)m(dx)= Qm(g(Z,) eSp(B-“a(Z”_); p ~00) 
= Qm(g(&_,-) e-p'-f--oi)a(~~+);~>-~), (40 . 
using the Markov property and the fact that 0, a.e. p^ - lim,JG 2 = p^ - limltP 2, 
exists in E [ 16). Because of the condition &! > --OO in (4.1), (4.1) is unchanged if m 
is replaced by its purely coexcessive part mp = Jg-- l(dx)cx, where fiP = (x E fi: i& 
is purely coexcessive}. When the corresponding Kuznetsov measure Qm, = 
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Using the definition of V (see Section 2), this reduces to 
(4.3) 
Note that if a(x) vanishes off E (the case considered by Getoor and Glover) or if 
fip = E (which is the case when nap is a copotential), (4.3) reduces to 
jE i(dx)a(x)k’(x) fipg(x). This shows ~2 l m is a p-copotential, and thus us is 
the p-potential of a measure. 
We now give an extension of Theorem A.8 of [lo], or more precisely, a 
“replacement” for the formula ZJ~ rip = ~1 l m, which will hold for general 
additive functionals which may charge 6. Recall from [16] that Fp = 
{x E P: lim,l, & 6/q( R) d s = 0 ox a.s.}, E c fip, Rp is absorbing for 9, and 9 restric- 
ted to $p is a right process in the &topology which enters E immediately. If we 
time change p (restricted to fip) by the inverse of B, = 1: hjq( es) ds, the result is 
another right process on pp. Let (R,) denote its semigroup. Then for x E E, fe b%, 




off(x)= esP'i&f(x) dt, XE 4. 
0
&m(f)=l;~~E’m ‘f(x,-)dA,, J 0 
where X,- denotes the left limit in the p^ topology. It now follows from (4.3) and 
the above discussion that 
u$ l (i- m)= *irnfif;pm 
Note that in those cases described 
(4.4) reduces to us l m = UT tip. 
(4.4) 
immediately following (4.3), ~2” = 6. vy and 
lication to entrance laws of linear sions 
In this section we analyze a “concrete” example, where time reversal, duality, and 
portions of the preceding theory are used in comnecticn with linear diffusions on 
(0,~). The compactification of previous sections is very natural in this context. 
ere X, will be a regular diffusion on (0, m), with scale function s(x) satisfying 
s(O+) = 0, s(x)+ 00 as x-, 00, and such that (0) is either absorbing or exit. (This 
means, for each E > 0, 5: s(x)m(dx) c 00, where m(dx) is now the speed measure 
of the process.) Denote by p(x, t, y) the transition density with respect o m [15]. 
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This density is symmetric, satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov 
fixed x (or y) is a solution of 
d d d 
;g(I.Y)=$~~g(t,Y)* 
equations and for 
(5 1) . 
Note that X is self-dual relative to m, and the potential density relative to m is 
u(x, y) = S(X) A s(y). The object of this section is to obtain the following results 
without explicit calculations: 
@ !E 
Pk 4 v) -- exists (call it tr( t, y)); 
s(x) 
(ii) v(t+s,y)= ~0, x)p(x, s, y)m(dx); 
(iii) v( t, y) 
d d 
=$PY(To~t)=~~Py(To~t), where To (5.2) . 
is the first passage time to 0 (the lifetime of X); 
(9 S(X)V(G 1 (d 1 x m x is a probability measure on 
(0,~) if (00) is a natural boundary. 
These results are not new; they were brought to our attention in a recent paper of 
Bose [3], who supplies analytical proofs. (See also [IS, 221.) 0ur approach is more 
probabilistic and illuminating than previous analyses involving eigenfunction 
expansions, and illustrates the general theory discussed in earlier sections. We also 
include a discussion of some implications of these results for the h-path transformed 
diffusion, with h(x) = s(x). 
For y> 0, define Ty = inf(t > 0: X, = y}. For 0~ x G y, define 4(x, t, y) = 
Px(Tys t). 
x + 4(x, t, y ) is increasing on (0, y 1, and if a < x c b 6 y with 0 < A < 1 
s(a) : (I-A)s(b), then 
4 increases by the continuity of X. By definition of the scale function, 
“(T,< TiJ=(s(b)-s(x))/(s(b)-s(a))=h. Then 
4(x, t, y) = P”( Ty s t; T, < Tb)+ P”( Ty s t; T, > Tb) 
and an application of t ov property yields the second property. 
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Corollary. 4(x, s, z)/s(x) decreases as x $0. 
Proof. Following Bose fix x Cy C z and choose w E (0, x). Then if A = 
(s(y) - s(x))/(s(y) - s( w)), the lemma implies 
4(x, 4 2-l - w% 4 4 =s (1 -mP(y, t, z) - 4(w, 4 z)], 
or equivalently 
4(x, t, 4 - dw, 4 z) < fP(Y, t, z) - 4(w, t, z) 
s(x)-s(w) - S(Y)-44 l 
Now if we send w to zero, 4( w, t, z) + 0 by our assumption on {0}, and s(w) + 0, 
leaving 
Consequently, lim,l, Q(x, s, z)/s( x) exists. We shall denote this limit by +‘( s, z) 
in the sequel. 
Now (52)(i) can be verified. 
(5.5) Corollary. lim x~0 p(x, t, v)lsW exists. 
Proof. Fix z E (x, y). From P”(X, E dy) = P”(P’(X,_, E dy); T, < t) we obtain 
I 
r 
Pk 4 Y) = P(Z, t -s, Y) d&b, s, 4 
0 
m-almost everywhere in y. Both sides of this equality are ($, X)-excessive functions 
in (t, y) for the space-time process (G, X) on R x In, with f,(r) = r - t, for which 
dt x dm is a reference measure (see [ 121). This gives equality for all y. Using 
integration by parts, 
Pb, 4 VI = J 4(x, Z) s(x) 44 t-s,yM. 
(5.4), integral to *.on-negative which the Cl 
Set 
t,rMxb= 
is an matter check 
(5.6) apply Dominated 
a 
++(s, z) as ~(5 t-s, y) ds. 
(5.2j(ii): right-hand side 
Convergence 
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Property (5.2)(iii) will be a consequence of the next proposition and its corollary. 
In the proof (and later) we will use 2 = X’, the h-path transform of X via 
h(x) = s(x), as the dual process (in classical duality to X relative to the reference 
measure &(dx) = s( x)m(dx)). As in [23], one can calculate that the potential density 
of 2 relative to &(dx) is 
u,k Yl = bW A S(Yr-‘b(Y)* (5 3 . 
2 is a diffusion on (0,~) with scale function s(x) = -I/s(x), speed measure 
rii(dy) = s(y)*m(dy), having (0) as an entrance point. Observe that these facts imply 
that p( t, x, y)/s(x)s(y) is its transition density relative to rij(dy), and that & + 00 
as t t 4. 
(5.8) Proposition. The function v is a density of P’( TO E l ) with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. 
roof. The proposition will follow (by inversion of Laplace transforms) from 
EY(exp -AT,) = 
I 
00 
e-*‘v( t, y) dt. (5 9) . 
0 
For this, define A, = 1 taOS r). Note that (A,) is an additive functional charging & and 
the left-hand side of (5.9) is its A-potential u:(y). Because both sides of (5.9) are 
A-excessive functions of y, it suffices to prove 
Erz exp(-hTo) = e+‘v(t, Y) dtg(yNW (5.10) 
for Bore1 measur&le g, g 3 0 on (0, a~), g = 0 on (-a~, 01, and e(g) c 00. But the 
left-hand side of (5.10) is just j u\(x)g(x)[(dx), and we computed this integral in 
Section 4. In the present case c is purely coexcessive, with associated (&-entrance 
law q,(dy) = v(t, y)e(dy). (This is an entrance law by (5.2)(ii), and if fE 3, with 
S(f) <a, i .rl,(f) dt = lim,io f (u(x, y)ls(x))f(yMdy) = liIu,Jo j u,(x, yMy)S(dy) 
using Fubini, dominated covergence, and (5.7). But by dominated covergence, this 
limit is c(f) as required.) Combining this with (4.2), we obtain 
e-““g(&) du 
= e-“%(y) du z)(u, Y)SWY), 
which is the right hand side of (5.10). Cl 
+O as t+l a.s., &+O as tJa, 0, a.s., where 2, 
are defined as in Section 2. ecause 2 has continuous paths, this implies that 
the minimal coexcessive measure associated 
v(t, y)&, ) is the (I;,)-entrance law corre- 
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) Corollary. The function v satisfies 
d d 
v(t,y)=zz Py(Tos t). 







-4+(u, z) ; p(z, r - u, y) du dr 
I 
t = rb’h z)p(z, t- u, Y) du- 
u=o 
The result now follows from the fact that p( t, x, y) satisfies (5.1). Cl 
To prove (52)(iv), assume {a} is a natural boundary point for X. This implies 
I; MY) -mwY) = 00 = jz s(y)m(dy) for all /3 > 0. It is simple to check that 
I 
00 
(s”(a) - s^(y))%dy) = 00 = I; (g(y) - s^(B)‘;i(dy) 
P 
as well, which shows that (00) is natural for X Since Xt +a a.s., its lifetime is 
infinite a.s., and hence F,(O, Iw,) = 1 for all t. This is equivalent o (52)(iv). 0 
(5.13) Remark. As we pointed out in the proof of (5.10) and in Remark (5.ll), 
v(t, x)[(dx) is the law of X = X” started from the boundary point 0. Sharpe [23] 
studied the pair X, X (his basic process was the one we call X), and by a time 
reversal argument showed p”(L, E dt) = Py( T,E dt), where Ly = supif: X, = y}. 
Combined with the results above this implies 
fi’(L,~dt)= v(t,y) dt=-p^(t,O,y)/s^(y) dt, (5.14) 
where fi( t, l , l ) is the transition den&y relative to ti. In fact, (5.14j Gxtends to any 
initial point in R,, as we now show. Let B, be the non-adapted additive functional 
Bt = 1 (o<L,.) 1 KL Y’ &t), and denote by fi its dual predictable projection. B and i have 
the same potential, and for both the Revuz measure is carried by {y}. Therefore 
~“(exp(-AL,))=k(y)u^*(x,y)forsomeconstantk(dependingony),whereii*(x,y) 
is the potential density relative to fi. We claim k(y) = -l/?(y). For, if x (pi/, 
fi”(O< L, < 00) = 1, which implies 1= ;(x, y)k(y) = -s^(y)k(y), by (5.7). (If x z y, 
I;“(0 c Ly c 00) = Px( Ty c T,) = s^(x)/s^(y) because $(a) = 0, and u^(x, y) = -s(x), 
which gives the same result.) A similar result has been obtained by Salminen [22] 
using Martin boundary theory. 
e authors thank Pat Fitzsimmons for allowing us to use his proof of Theorem 
(3.7), and for his comments on the proof of (3.9). 
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